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1. German Federal Patent Court
revokes Merz’ Memantine patent (Case
3 Ni 59/05 [EU] – Memantine)

Memantine is the first drug in a novel
class of compounds for the medication of
Alzheimer’s disease. It is sold by Merz
Pharma and its licensees under the trade-
marks Axura, Ebixa, Namenda and
Memox. Its sales develop rapidly and
recently the bestseller limit of 1 billion
USD per year was exceeded.

The compound as such is known since
1968 and has been used in the treatment
of senile dementia and Parkinson's dis-
ease. Merz marketed memantine with
modest success since the seventies
under the trademark Akatinol. This old
registration was withdrawn and replaced
by a new one directed to the treatment of
moderate to severe Alzheimer's disease.
This new medical use is covered by Merz'
European patent 392 059 and subse-
quent national Supplementary Protection
Certificates (SPC, in Germany: 102 99
048) providing protection until 2014.

Both the basic patent and the correspon-
ding SPC were attacked by nullity
actions, where attorneys of our firm rep-
resent Pliva, a subsidiary of Barr
Pharmaceutical.

The patent was revoked due to a lack of
novelty viv-à-vis a publication describing
a clinical test of Memantine against
Alzheimer, however, with the result that
Memantine was found to be no more
active than the placebo, meaning that, the
mere objective of treating the disease is
considered novelty-destroying, regard-
less of whether there is a successful med-
ical effect or not. This is in line with
German case law stipulating that it is not
necessary to prove a medical effect by
e.g. clinical tests. A further document
detrimental to novelty shows that
Memantine’s effects are comparable to
another drug in the treatment of demen-
tia. Alzheimer is not disclosed literally,
however, the document refers to a text-
book mentioning Alzheimer's disease as
one cause of dementia.

The SPC was revoked due to an invalid
basic patent and - what is more interest-
ing - due to the fact that the market
authorisation for Axura on which the SPC
is based was considered not to be the

first authorisation under European
Council Directive 65/65/EEC, as required
by law; rather the earlier Akatinol registra-
tion was decisive. Merz argued that
Akatinol was not registered, but the court
ruled that the German drug law
(Arzneimittelgesetz AMG) of 1976 con-
tains a transitional provision stating that
all older registrations (authorisations) are
deemed to comply with the directive
65/65/EEC. The argument that the old
registration relates to a different medical
indication not including Alzheimer’s dis-
ease was irrelevant in view of the latest
decision of the European Court of Justice
202/05 (Yissum) stressing that an SPC is
directed to the pharmaceutical composi-
tion as such and not to a certain use, with
the consequence that the latter cannot be
a distinguishing feature.

The decision is open to an appeal to the
Federal Supreme Court which will take a
further five years.

Reported by Dr. Wolfgang Bublak

2. German Federal Patent Court
revokes one of Pfizer’s Atorvastatin
patents (Case 3 Ni 36/05 [EU])

Atorvastatin, a cholesterol lowering agent
and the best selling drug in the world
(12.9 billion USD in 2006), better known
under the trademarks Lipitor and Sortis, is
covered by several patents. The most
important ones are Pfizer’s original patent
for atorvastatin (EP 247 633) which enjoys
additional protection by a Supplementary
Protection Certificate (SPC) and is due to
expire in Europe in 2011, and the later EP
409 281 claiming the calcium salt of the
pharmaceutically active enantiomer (iso-
mer) which is the specific ingredient in the
products on the market. The latter will
expire in 2010, since no SPC is possible.

The generic drug manufacturing company
Ranbaxy, represented by our firm, chal-
lenges the validity of some of Pfizer’s
patents in courts across the world. The
later patent for the specific enantiomer of
the atorvastatin formula that is medically
useful, has been upheld in the United
States, Spain and Ecuador; however, it
was declared invalid by courts in Austria,
Australia, Canada, the Netherlands, the
United Kingdom and now also in
Germany.
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Two issues in the decision are notewor-
thy. The court confirmed the current case
law that a racemate (mixture of two enan-
tiomers) is detrimental to the novelty of
the pure enantiomers, and therefore the
original atorvastatin patent destroyed,
inter alia, the later enantiomer patent.
Furthermore, the court confirmed the
more “liberal” German approach in
assessing novelty which is in contrast to
the “photographic” novelty approach of
the EPO. Although the calcium salt of
atorvastatin is nowhere individualised in
the prior art - it is rather the sodium salt -
the court held the view that it is readily
apparent to a skilled person that sodium
can be substituted by calcium, and thus
the calcium salt is considered disclosed.

Attorneys of our firm are also attacking
the original atorvastatin patent by way of
a nullity action; the hearing should take
place in early 2008.

Pfizer appealed to the Federal Supreme
Court; a final decision is expected in five
years.

Reported by Dr. Wolfgang Bublak

3. District Court Düsseldorf on the
requirement of the “right to sue” of a
patent owner in German patent litiga-
tion (Case 4a O 235/06).

A patent owner may lose his right to file
a lawsuit for patent infringement
against an infringer if and as far as he
has granted an exclusive license to a
third party. However, no such loss of
the right to sue applies, if and as far as
the patent owner is nevertheless
affected by the patent infringement
and therefore has an own, justified
interest in filing the lawsuit.

In the decided case, the two plaintiffs filed
a lawsuit against the defendants for the
infringement of a patent concerning a
procedure to establish a medical model of
a body part on the basis of digital image

information. The first plaintiff is the regis-
tered owner of the patent-in-suit and
granted to the second plaintiff a free
exclusive license to make use of the sub-
ject matter of the patent. In the license
agreement it is set forth that “each Party
shall at its sole discretion have the right to
defend and/or enforce the Intellectual
Property.”

Even though an infringement of the
patent-in-suit was assumed, the District
Court Düsseldorf rejected the complaint
of the first plaintiff (the patent owner) for
lack of a right to sue. In contrast, the par-
allel claims asserted by the second plain-
tiff were granted.

In the reasoning of its decision, the Court
found that the first plaintiff lost its right to
sue as a registered patent owner by
granting a free exclusive license to the
second plaintiff with respect to the
patent-in-suit. Upon the grant of this free
exclusive license, the second plaintiff, as
exclusive licensee, became solely entitled
to the rights derived from the patent-in-
suit. Therefore, the first plaintiff no longer
had a right to sue for the infringement of
this patent.

In this context, the Court also considered
possible exceptions to this situation
which, however, would not apply in the
present case. According to the Court, an
exception would only apply if and as far
as the patent owner is nevertheless
affected by the patent infringement and
therefore has an own and justified interest
in filing the lawsuit.

An own, justified interest could, for exam-
ple, be assumed if the patent infringe-
ment reduces the exclusive licensee’s
turnover with the licensed subject matter
and thus also the turnover of the patent
owner, namely by lower running royalties
which depend on the turnover of the
exclusive licensee with the licensed sub-
ject matter. However, the Court denied
such exception in the present case since
the exclusive license granted to the sec-
ond plaintiff was a free license, and there-
fore the patent infringement had no
impact on the first plaintiff’s turnover.

Further, the Court found that an own, jus-
tified interest of the first plaintiff may also
not be derived from the above-referenced
provision 8.1 of the exclusive license
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agreement. In its reasoning, the Court
pointed to the fact that this provision
would not comprise an obligation of the
first plaintiff to enforce the patent-in-suit
against infringers, but merely a plain right
to do this. Consequently, the first plaintiff
would not have been faced with damage
claims of the second plaintiff for breach of
contract if the first plaintiff would have
abstained from filing the lawsuit. Notably,
the Court thus opened up the possibility
that an own, justified interest may well be
assumed if the exclusive license agree-
ment in fact comprises a genuine obliga-
tion of the patent owner to enforce the
licensed patent against infringers, at least
if damage claims for breach of contract
would apply in the event that the patent
owner would not meet this obligation.

However, no clear indication was given by
the Court whether an own, justified inter-
est would also apply in the event that
damage claims were ruled out by the
license agreement. A respective breach of
contract would bring other detriments for
the patent owner. Such other detriments
could be, for example, a serious risk that
the exclusive licensee terminates the
license agreement without notice (and
thereby destroys the agreed significant
rights of the patent owner), or, the rather
theoretical risk that the exclusive licensee
may sue the patent owner to fulfil his obli-
gation to enforce the licensed patent
against an infringer.

Finally, in view of the present decision, it
remains to be seen whether an IP-holding
(or mother) company as the registered
patent owner, and having exclusively
licensed a patent to one of its affiliate
companies for free, also loses its right to
sue infringers of this patent. Such conse-
quence would certainly contravene cur-
rent practice as well as the economic
needs of many businesses, and would
appear particularly misplaced if respec-
tive profit transfer agreements exist.

Reported by Tilman Müller-Stoy

4. European Patent Office: Reintroduc-
tion in opposition proceedings of a fea-
ture deleted in grant proceedings
(Technical Board of Appeal 3.3.04, case
T 975/03 of July 24, 2007, not foreseen
for publication).

Amendments of the granted patent in
opposition proceedings have to meet the
requirements of three provisions: Under
Article 123 (2) EPC subject matter extend-
ing beyond the content of the application
as filed must not be added, under Article
123 (3) EPC the extent of protection con-
ferred by the patent must not be extend-
ed, and under Rule 57a EPC any amend-
ment must be occasioned by a ground for
opposition.

The patent underlying the reported deci-
sion is concerned with a stable extract of
hypericum perforatum l. containing
hyperforin for pharmaceutical purposes
characterised in that the hyperforin is sta-
bilized by means of a certain stabilizer.
Claim 1 as filed contained the restriction
that the content of hyperforin was at least
2%. This restriction was deleted from the
claims and the description during grant
proceedings in order to also cover prod-
ucts with a lower content of hyperforin.

The Opposition Division held that the
granted patent did not meet the require-
ments of Article 123 (2) EPC since the
feature restricting the hyperforin content
had been deleted.

In appeal proceedings, the proprietor
made various amendments and reintro-
duced the feature that the content of
hyperforin be at least 2%. The opponents
objected to this amendment, arguing that
the proprietor was prevented from claim-
ing subject matter which he had deleted
from the application before the grant of
the patent.

The Board of Appeal disagreed. The
Board accepted that there were decisions
supporting the opponents’ position, how-
ever, it found the decisions cited by the
opponents not convincing. The Board
noted that the consequence of the dele-
tion of the limitation in grant proceedings
was a broadening of the claim, hence it
could not be an abandonment of subject-
matter. The grant of the patent did not
entail a general cut-off effect for further
amendments, as alleged by the pro-
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prietor. Rather, such an effect could only
be seen in the specific restrictions for
amendments in opposition proceedings
contained in Article 123 (3) and Rule 57a
EPC. The interests of third parties were
safeguarded by Article 123 (3) EPC,
excluding the broadening of claims even
if there was a basis for it in the original
disclosure. In the case at hand, the
requirements of both provisions were ful-
filled, since the additional feature was lim-
iting and had been introduced in order to
cope with a novelty objection.

The opponents requested to refer a point
of law to the Enlarged Board of Appeal,
i.e. the question whether it was admissi-
ble to reintroduce in appeal proceedings
a feature which had been deleted from
the claims and the description in grant
proceedings if Article 123 (3) EPC was
complied with.

The Board of Appeal came to the conclu-
sion that it was not appropriate to refer
this question to the Enlarged Board of
Appeal. Whereas it was true that two
decisions cited by the opponents had not
allowed the reintroduction of a feature in
comparable situations, these decisions
had not given any legal basis for the
objection made. Thus, they were not con-
vincing. In addition, these decisions had
been rendered before decision G 7/93 (OJ
EPO 1994, 775) in which the Enlarged
Board of Appeal had stated that an
approval by the applicant of the text noti-
fied to him pursuant to Rule 51 (4) EPC
did not bind the applicant so as to bar any
subsequent amendment. An analysis of
further decisions brings the Board to the
conclusion that there was no inconsistent
case law in respect of the opponents’
point of law. Neither was there an impor-
tant point of law since the Board could
resolve it itself without doubt.

The reported decision and other deci-
sions pointing in the same direction (e.g.
T 1481/05 of March 6, 2007, not in OJ
EPO) make it clear that the limits for
amendments in opposition proceedings
are defined by the disclosure in the appli-
cation as filed and by the claims in the
patent as granted. By contrast, a deletion
of parts of the description does not have
a limiting effect for such amendments.

In this respect, decision T 1149/97 (OJ
EPO 2005, 259), explicitly distinguished in

T 975/03, may have given rise to another
interpretation by stating in headnote III: if
the application documents have been
adapted to amended claims before grant,
thereby deleting part of the subject matter
originally disclosed in order to avoid
inconsistencies in the patent specifica-
tion, as a rule subject matter deleted for
this reason can neither be reinserted into
the patent specification nor into the
claims as granted without infringing
Article 123 (3) EPC. This statement
seemed to correspond to German prac-
tice according to which the decision to
grant constitutes a “cut-off” effect
(“Zäsurwirkung”) for amendments made
later on. Features added to a claim in
opposition proceedings are examined on
the basis of the criterion whether they
were disclosed in the original application
and in the patent as granted as belonging
to the invention (see the commentaries on
the Patent Act in Benkard, 10th ed. 2006,
§ 22 note 54 and Busse, 6th ed. 2004, §
21, note 100).

Reported by Dr. Rudolf Teschemacher

5. European Patent Office: Late sub-
mission of a new ground for opposition
– the relevance of the principles of
examination ex officio and the right to
be heard (Technical Board of Appeal
3.2.02, case T 798/05 – Eisenaluminid-
beschichtung/Iron aluminide coating –
of July 30, 2007, not foreseen for publi-
cation)

Under Article 114 (2) EPC, the EPO may
disregard facts and evidence which are
not submitted in due time by the parties
concerned. In principle, this applies to a
ground for opposition which is submitted
after the nine month opposition period.
However, also Article 114 (1) EPC applies,
prescribing that the EPO shall examine
the facts of its own motion. The relation
between both provisions was clarified in
decision G 10/91 (OJ EPO 1993, 420) in
which the Enlarged Board of Appeal held
that an Opposition Division may consider
a ground of opposition submitted late if it
would seem - prima facie - to prejudice
the maintenance of the patent. The
reported decision explains how G 10/91
is to be applied and reminds Opposition
Divisions not to neglect the opponent’s
right to be heard.
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In first instance proceedings, the
Opposition Division had fixed in its com-
munication accompanying the summons
to oral proceedings under Rule 71a EPC
a date up to which written submissions
could be made; as usual the date was one
month before oral proceedings. In a tele-
fax filed 11 days before the oral proceed-
ings, the opponent submitted lack of suf-
ficient disclosure as a new ground for
opposition. The Opposition Division did
not consider the content of the fax.

At the outset, decision T 798/05 makes it
clear that a ground for opposition is not
excluded from consideration for the mere
reason that it is submitted late, i.e. after
the end of the opposition period. Nor
does Rule 71a EPC provide an absolute
bar to considering submissions filed after
the date fixed by the Opposition Division,
excluding even a prima facie examination
since the provision does not abrogate the
principle of ex officio examination.
Rather, Rule 71a EPC gives discretion to
the Opposition Division requiring an
examination of whether there are valid
reasons for assuming that the new
ground may be prejudicial to the mainte-
nance of the patent. The Board states
that neither the reasons of the contested
decision nor the minutes of the oral pro-
ceedings reflect that such an examination
has taken place.

In addition, the Board criticizes that the
Opposition Division has failed to discuss
with the parties whether or not the new
ground for opposition was to be consid-
ered. Article 113 (1) EPC guarantees the
parties’ right to be heard, prescribing that
the decisions of the EPO may only be
based on grounds or evidence on which
the parties had an opportunity to com-
ment.

The case was remitted to the Opposition
Division for further examination of the
opposition. The Opposition Division is
instructed to examine and to discuss with
the parties, whether there are valid rea-
sons to assume that the new ground for
opposition prejudices the maintenance of
the patent and whether the evidence sub-
mitted in support of the new ground is to
be admitted. The decision on this matter
has to be reasoned so as to show to the
parties and to the Board on the basis of
which criteria it has been taken.

Whereas in opposition proceedings of
first instance the standard for considering
new submissions filed before the sum-
mons is, as a rule, very liberal, Opposition
Divisions quite often apply a rather strict
standard in refusing submissions filed
after the date fixed in the communication
accompanying the summons. The report-
ed decision clarifies that the admission of
late submissions cannot be refused on
the basis of mere formal grounds. Rather,
each case has to be decided upon its
own merits, on the basis of the relevant
criteria developed by the case law of the
Boards of Appeal. The most important
criteria are the relevance of the new sub-
missions for the outcome of the case, the
complexity of the new submissions, the
reasons why they were filed late and a
possible delay in the further prosecution
of the case.

Reported by Dr. Rudolf Teschemacher

6. European Court of Justice:
Preliminary Rulings under Article 234
EC

Conflict between trade names and
trade marks – Use as a mark – “fair
use” (Judgment of 11 September 2007,
Case C-17/06, Céline SARL v. Céline
SA)

Conflicts between trade marks are deter-
mined according to the priority principle.
In most legal systems the same applies
when an earlier trade name is sought to
be enforced against a later trade mark, or
when a trade mark is sought to be
enforced against the use of a later trade
name. Under European trade mark law,
doubts had been raised by two earlier
ECJ judgments (Robelco, Case C-23/01,
and Budweiser, Case C-245/02). When
an infringement action between the pro-
prietor of the earlier French mark CELINE
and the user of CELINE as trade name –
both in the field of clothing – reached the
Cour d’appel of Nancy, that court referred
the following question to the ECJ:
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‘Must Article 5 (1) of [the 1988 trade mark
directive] … be interpreted as meaning
that the adoption, by a third party without
authorisation, of a registered word mark,
as a company, trade or shop name in
connection with the marketing of identical
goods, amounts to use of that mark in the
course of trade which the proprietor is
entitled to stop by reason of his exclusive
rights?’

The case was referred to the Grand
Chamber, which ruled on 11 September
2007 as follows:

‘The unauthorised use by a third party of
a company name, trade name or shop
name which is identical to an earlier mark
in connection with the marketing of goods
which are identical to those in relation to
which that mark was registered consti-
tutes use which the proprietor of that
mark is entitled to prevent in accordance
with Article 5 (1) (a) of First Council
Directive 89/104/EEC of 21 December
1988 to approximate the laws of the
Member States relating to trade marks,
where the use is in relation to goods in
such a way as to affect or to be liable to
affect the functions of the mark.

Should that be the case, Article 6 (1) (a) of
Directive 89/104 can operate as a bar to
such use being prevented only if the use
by the third party of his company name or
trade name is in accordance with honest
practices in industrial or commercial mat-
ters.’

The ECJ thus confirmed its earlier rulings:
A trade name use infringes an earlier
trade mark only if the name is used so as
to distinguish goods according to their
commercial origin. This does not require
trade mark use, because the use of a
trade name will often be understood as
indicating the origin of the goods or serv-
ices for which the name is used. The use
of a trade name falls under the “fair use”
clause in Article 6 of the Trade Marks
Directive (Article 12 of the Community
Trade Mark Regulation). However, some-
one who uses a trade name that is con-
fusingly similar to an earlier mark and who
cannot rely on his family name to support
such use will have difficulties in justifying
the use and the “honest practices”
clause.

Trade mark protection for shapes con-
ferring substantial value on the product
– Secondary meaning (Judgment of 20
September 2007, Case 371/06,
Benneton Group SpA v. G-Star
International BV)

The Hoge Raad (Supreme Court) of the
Netherlands was called upon to decide
whether the use of a particular product
get-up of jeans (the so-called “Elwood”
design) was entitled to trade mark protec-
tion. It had been established by the
national courts that this particular design
was one which falls within the exclusion
from protection provided for in Article 3
(1) (e) of the 1988 Trade Marks Directive,
which provides that no protection is avail-
able for

(e) signs which consist exclusively of:
– the shape which gives substantial value
to the goods;

The question that needed to be deter-
mined by the ECJ was whether distinc-
tiveness acquired through use could
overcome the exclusion. The question
asked was the following:

‘(1) Must Article 3 (1) (e), third indent, [of
the Directive] be interpreted as meaning
that the prohibition contained therein per-
manently precludes the registration of a
shape as a trade mark where the nature
of the product is such that its appearance
and shaping determine its market value
entirely or substantially as a result of their
beauty or original character, or does the
prohibition not apply where, prior to the
application for registration, the attractive-
ness of the relevant shape to the public
has been determined predominantly by
the recognition of it as a distinctive sign?
(2) If the answer to Question 1 is to the
latter effect, to what extent must this
attractiveness have prevailed for the pro-
hibition no longer to apply?’

In its judgment of 20 September 2007, the
Court ruled as follows:

The third indent of Article 3 (1) (e) of First
Council Directive 89/104/EEC of 21
December 1988 to approximate the laws
of the Member States relating to trade
marks is to be interpreted as meaning
that the shape of a product which gives
substantial value to that product cannot
constitute a trade mark under Article 3 (3)
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of that directive where, prior to the appli-
cation for registration, it acquired attrac-
tiveness as a result of its recognition as a
distinctive sign following advertising cam-
paigns presenting the specific character-
istics of the product in question.

The judgment confirms the Court’s earlier
case law (Philips v. Remington, Case
299/99) that where a sign is excluded
from protection under Article 3 (1) (e) of
the Directive it cannot become registrable
as a result of distinctiveness acquired
through use.

It is interesting to note that the German
Supreme Court granted unfair competi-
tion protection to the same Elwood
design in a case decided on 15
September 2005, Case I ZR 151/02).

Territorial scope of earlier well-known
mark in a Member State – Local nature
not sufficient (Judgment of 22
November 2007, Case C-328/06, Nieto
Nuño v. Monlleó Franquet, FINCAS
TARRAGONA)

When the proprietor of a Spanish trade
mark FINCAS TARRAGONA (this means
something like Tarragona Properties,
Tarragona being a good-sized city in
Spain on the Mediterranean) sued a com-
petitor in Tarragona who used the same
mark, it appeared that actually the alleged
infringer was earlier in time with his use,
but had used only locally, in the city of
Tarragona. He counterclaimed for the
annulment of the claimant’s mark, relying
on his earlier mark as being well-known
within the meaning of Article 4 (2) (d) of
the 1988 Trade Marks Directive. The
Juzgado Mercatil (First Instance
Commercial Court) of Barcelona, not hav-
ing any clear guidance on the necessary
territorial scope of an earlier well-known
mark, referred the following question to the
ECJ:

‘Must the concept of trade marks which
are “well known” in a Member State,
referred to in Article 4 of [the Directive] be
taken to indicate solely and exclusively
the degree of knowledge and establish-
ment in a Member State or in a significant
part of the territory of that State, or may
the determination of whether a mark is
well known be linked to a territorial scope
which does not coincide with that of the

territory of a State but rather with an
autonomous community, region, district
or city, depending on the goods or servic-
es which the mark covers and the per-
sons to whom the mark is actually
addressed, in short, depending on the
market in which the mark is used?’

In its judgment of 22 November 2007, the
ECJ ruled as follows:

Article 4 (2 )(d) of First Council Directive
89/104/EEC of 21 December 1988 to
approximate the laws of the Member
States relating to trade marks is to be
interpreted as meaning that the earlier
trade mark must be well known through-
out the territory of the Member State of
registration or in a substantial part of it.

The Court did not explain what a “sub-
stantial” part means, except to make it
clear that the territory of a city and its sur-
roundings did not qualify. The judgment
confirms the much earlier CHEVY judg-
ment (General Motors v. Yplon, Case C-
375/97) where the Court had held with
regard to marks with a reputation (which
are protected also vis-à-vis dissimilar
goods) that reputation need not exist in
the totality of the territory of the country
where the mark is protected, but only in a
substantial part thereof.

Reported by
Dr. Alexander von Mühlendahl

7. European Court of Justice – Appeals
under Article 63 CTMR

A. Absolute grounds
Absence of distinctive character –
Washing tablets (Judgment of 4
October 2007, Case C-144/06 P –
Henkel KGaA v. OHIM)

In the (so far) final or ultimate decision
involving the absence or presence of dis-
tinctive character for washing tablets, so
called “tabs”, the ECJ once again con-
firmed a CFI judgment which had con-
firmed an OHIM decision holding a partic-
ular tab to be devoid of distinctive char-
acter. The tab involved in this case is the
following:
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Absence of distinctive character –
Shape of a bottle – Relevance of
national registrations (Judgment of 25
October 2007, Case C-238/06 P –
Develey Holding GmbH & Co.
Beteiligungs KG v. OHIM)

It is well-known that it is difficult to estab-
lish the distinctiveness of bottles or other
containers – they are often judged to be
commonplace or not sufficiently different
from what the norm or practice is in the
branch of business concerned.

The ECJ, in its 25 October 2007 judg-
ment, confirmed the rejection of still
another bottle, this time the Develey plas-
tic bottle which was filed for a series of
goods in classes 29, 30 and 32. The
shape of the bottle is as follows:

The Court confirmed the factual findings
of the CFI. It also rejected the legal argu-
ments of the CTM applicant based on a
violation of the telle quelle clause of the
Paris Convention and of the TRIPs
Agreement. The Court concluded that the
European Community’s ratification of the
TRIPs Agreement did not render that
Agreement directly applicable, and that
the Paris Convention could not be
invoked because the European
Community was not a party to the Paris
Convention. National protection for the
same bottle in Germany was considered
to be not controlling for the CTM system.

While the outcome is not surprising, the
outright rejection of the Paris Convention
and TRIPs claim is. It would seem that the
Court might well have left the issue of
invoking the Paris Convention (and
TRIPS) aside, because, in any event,
under both treaties a rejection based on
absence of distinctive character is clearly
within the competence of the respective

member country, even when Article
6quinquies of the Paris Convention is
involved.

B. Likelihood of confusion

Similarity of marks – Factual assess-
ment (Order of 11 September 2007,
Case C-225/06 P - Athinaiki
Oikogeniaki Artopoiia AVEE v. OHIM –
Ferrero Deutschland GmbH)

The ECJ confirmed by Order a CFI judg-
ment which had found sufficient similarity
between the marks and likelihood of con-
fusion. The conflicting marks were the
following:

FERRERO

cl. 5, 29, 30, 32 cl. 30

Similarity of marks – Use – Defensive
registrations – Use of a variation of the
registered mark (Judgment of 13
September 2007, Case C-234/06 P – Il
Ponte Finanziaria SpA v. OHIM – FMG
Textiles Srl)

In its 13 September 2007 judgment, the
ECJ confirmed a finding of the CFI that
there was not sufficient similarity between
the marks of the opponent – all of them
registered in Italy and consisting or con-
taining the word BRIDGE, and the appli-
cants figurative mark BAINBRIDGE,
which was as follows:

This result is not surprising. More surpris-
ing is that the ECJ also went into some of
the fine points of the user requirement,
because the opponent had invoked a
number of Italian marks which had not
been put into use but which, so the oppo-
nent claimed, needed no use, because
they were “defensive” registrations under
Italian law. The opponent also relied on
the use of a mark which was a variation of
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some of the registered marks. As to
defensive registrations, the Court con-
cluded that this institution was alien to the
European trade mark system, and no
reliance could be placed on unused
marks. As for the use of variations, the
Court accepted the principle that a mark
may be deemed to be used if a variation
thereof is actually on the market, but said,
in an obiter dictum (because the Court
also agreed with the CFI that none of the
marks relied on had actually been used)
that where the variation itself is regis-
tered, the use of the variation may not
count as use of still another registered
mark.

This conclusion is against current prac-
tice in most if not all of the Member States
of the European Union, and it is hoped
that the Court will eventually correct this
statement.

Similarity of marks – Consideration of
all the elements in the case of compos-
ite marks – Annulment (Judgment of 20
September 2007, Case C-193/06 P –
Société des Produits Nestlé SA v.
OHIM – Quick restaurants SA)

In one of the very rare cases where the
ECJ annulled a CFI judgment in likelihood
of confusion cases, the company Nestlé
was successful with its appeal against a
CFI decision which had held that there
was visual similarity between the word
mark QUICKIE and the combination mark
QUICKY with rabbit/hare. The conflicting
marks are the following:

Earlier mark Contested CTM

QUICKIES

The ECJ found that the CFI had concen-
trated too much on the verbal element of
the later mark – QUICKY – and had there-
by violated the principle that each mark
must be taken as a whole and that ele-
ments in a mark may be disregarded in
the analysis only of they are insignificant.
The case was remanded to the CFI which
will have to repeat the exercise.

Similarity of marks – Factual assess-
ment – Decision by Order (Order of 24
September 2007, Case C-405/06 P –
Miguel Torres, SA v. OHIM – Bodegas
Muga, SA)

The ECJ confirmed by Order a CFI judg-
ment which had concluded that there was
no similarity between a series of marks
consisting of TORRES and a figurative
mark containing TORRE, both for wine.

The conflicting marks were the following:

Earlier mark Contested CTM

TORRES

Reported by
Dr. Alexander von Mühlendahl

8. German Federal Supreme Court
decides that the trademark “Kinder”
(“children”), protected for “chocolate”,
does not establish exclusive rights on
the designation “Kinder” for these or
similar goods (Cases I ZR 257/00 –
Kinder I, I ZR 6/05 – Kinder II and I ZR
94/04 – Kinderzeit)

The claimant, the Ferrero Deutschland
GmbH, asserted exclusive rights to the
designation “Kinder” and, therefore, sued
competitors using this designation as part
of their trademarks and/or product desig-
nations in relation with, inter alia, “confec-
tionary and pastries, respectively lacteal
desserts”.
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The Federal Supreme Court found that
“Kinder” is devoid of any distinctive char-
acter concerning “chocolate”. In its first
decision “Kinder I”, the Federal Supreme
Court had ruled that acquiring distinctive-
ness through use in the trade circles con-
cerned for the designation “Kinder”
means almost unanimous awareness in
the trade circles concerned. The Court
argued that the designation “Kinder”
clearly describes the potential clientele of
the goods at hand (confectionary),
regardless of the specific goods manu-
factured and distributed by the claimant
and of the question whether also adults
consume these products. Depending on
which of the interviewed can be taken into
account, the percentage of the inter-
viewed associating the designation
“Kinder” with the claimant varied from
48.5 % – 63.6 %. The Court held that
even 63.6 % are not sufficient for claiming
acquired distinctiveness of the designa-
tion “Kinder” for confectionary.

The fact that the claimant is the owner of
over 300 national and international word
and figurative trademarks with the desig-
nation “Kinder” could not persuade the
Court to rule that this would lead to an
expansion of the scope of protection of
the trade-marks-in-suit. Already in its ear-
lier “Kinder”-decision the Court had held
that a series of trademarks, all of them
including a specific designation, would
only lead to expansion of the scope
protection if the designation is an essen-
tial part of the trademark-series. A desig-
nation devoid of distinctive character
generally is unsuitable to fulfil this func-
tion. Only if the distinctiveness was
acquired through intensive use among
the trade circles concerned might it lead
to a different result. In consequence of
this, the Court held that the designation
“Kinder” does not qualify to be the essen-
tial part of the trademark series and that
therefore no expansion of the scope of
protection for the designation “Kinder”
can be granted.

In the Federal Supreme Court’s decision
“Kinder II” the Court changed it’s view as
to the earlier “Kinder” decision concern-
ing survey results insofar as it no longer
deemed it to be necessary that the rele-
vant trade circles are able to name the
owner of the trademark. Instead, it is ade-
quate that the interviewees in a survey
know that a designation originates from

one company only, regardless of whether
they know the company’s name or not.
This is in line with current German Case
Law.

Furthermore, the Court held that distinc-
tiveness resulting from intensive use of a
trademark with the consequence of lead-
ing to its registration does not bind the
Court in its evaluation of the degree of
distinctiveness of the trademark.

The decision also contains interesting
statements concerning the question of
how a trademark has to be used to prove
acquired distinctiveness for intensive use.
Besides the aforementioned problems
regarding the conducted opinion poll, the
Court held that the claimant’s sales vol-
umes as well as the market position and
marketing efforts are all related to the
(coloured) figurative “Kinder”-trademarks
and therefore unqualified to state
acquired distinctiveness of the designa-
tion “Kinder” in itself.

This led the Court to the result, that there
was no likelihood of confusion between
the opposing signs although the goods of
the claimant’s trademarks and those of
the infringers are partly identical and part-
ly very similar. This conclusion was mainly
borne of the supposition that the desig-
nation “Kinder” should not dominate the
overall impression of the claimant’s trade-
marks for it not being of distinctive char-
acter. Unlike in its evaluation of the desig-
nation “Life” in the ECJ’s famous
“Thomson-Life” decision, the Court held
that the designation “Kinder” had no
independent, distinctive part in the
infringing trademarks.

Reported by Philipe Kutschke
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9. German Federal Supreme Court
holds that the claim for damages and
information resulting from a trademark
infringement is temporally not limited
by the first act of infringement proven
by the claimant (Case I ZR 93/04 –
Windsor Estate).

The owner of the registered German word
mark “Windsor Estate” and his licensee
sued the defendant for trademark
infringement. The defendant used the
terms “Windsor Estate” as well as
“Windsor Garden” for climbing aids for
plants. The mark-in-suit is protected for
identical goods.

The Federal Supreme Court held that
both of the combined names infringed the
trademark; in particular likelihood of con-
fusion was found between “Windsor
Estate” and the term “Windsor Garden”.
The element “Windsor” dominates the
overall impression of both signs, because
the trade circles concerned perceive
“estate” as well as “garden” as having a
descriptive content, according to the
Court.

The trademark was registered January
31, 2003 and published February 14,
2003. The first act of infringement was the
distribution of a leaflet on March 31,
2003. The claimants demanded informa-
tion about infringing acts since March 1,
2003. The Federal Supreme Court held
that the defendant could have been
aware of the trademark registration by
February 28, 2003 if he had acted with
reasonable diligence. In this context, the
Federal Supreme Court referred to an
earlier decision in which possible knowl-
edge was assumed the day after publica-
tion of the registration in the official bul-
letin of the German Patent and Trademark
Office.

According to long-established case law
(decision “Gaby”) of the 1st Senate of the
German Federal Supreme Court, which is
inter alia dealing with cases of trademark,
unfair competition and copyright law, a
claim for damages could arise with the
first act of infringement, at the earliest.
Hence, the claimant had to prove when
the act of infringement was committed.
Accordingly, the scope of the claim for
information necessary to calculate dam-
ages was restricted to the beginning of
that first act of infringement. In other

words: the infringer was not obliged to
disclose acts of infringement committed
before that time.

Contrary to this, the 10th Senate of the
German Federal Supreme Court (decision
“Nicola”) had held, in a case of patent and
plant variety law, that the assessment of
damages as well as the corresponding
claim for information is not restricted in
time by the act of first infringement.

In the present decision, the 1st Senate of
the German Federal Supreme Court now
explicitly overrules its own long-year case
law and follows the opinion of the 10th
Senate for unity of legal practice.
Additionally, the 1st Senate argues that
the claim for information regarding the
producer and the distributor of the infring-
ing products, which was established by
the Anti-Piracy Act of 1990, is not tempo-
rally limited. Hence, the interest of the
claimant in an efficient enforcement after
committed infringements overrides the
interest of the defendant not to disclose
acts of infringement of which the claimant
is not aware of so far.

The other important issue of this decision
was the finding that the – exclusive as
well as non-exclusive – licensee has no
own claim for damages if he joined the
action of the trademark owner pursuant
to Section 30 (4) German Trademark Act.

The approximation of jurisdiction that is
achieved by this decision is very much
appreciated by practitioners. Further-
more, the position of trademark owners is
strengthened as well. However, the
question remains whether the Federal
Supreme Court will adopt this decision
also for unfair competition law (“passing
off”) and copyright law.

Reported by Thomas Huber
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10. German Federal Supreme Court on
the protection of a reclining chair –
aesthetic and technical characteristics
– under unfair com-petition law (Case I
ZR 104/04 – Gartenliege/reclining
chair).

The decision rendered by the Federal
Supreme Court on May 24, 2007 con-
cerns the protection of a reclining chair
featuring distinctive aesthetic as well as
technical characteristics. The product is
distributed mostly by retailers under their
own trademark. One of the retailers
decided to market imitations instead of
the original reclining chairs after negotia-
tions with the manufacturer of the original
had failed. The manufacturer sued his for-
mer client for unfair competition.

The German Federal Supreme Court lifted
the decision of the Hamburg Appeal
Court which had denied the reclining
chairs’ distinctive character as well as any
likelihood of misleading the consumers as
regards the origin, because the reclining
chairs had been sold by different retailers
and not under the manufacturer’s but
under the retailers’ trademark.

The Supreme Court specifies the major
requirement of German unfair competition
law (“passing-off”), i.e., the nature of the
original’s particularity leading to the dis-
tinctive character – a criterion on the
basis of which it is determined whether a
product is attributed to a company, and
for assessing whether consumers are
misled.

The reclining chair in question had,
besides some aesthetical characteristics,
a unique technical feature to stabilize its
head section. The opponent argued –
based on former Federal Supreme Court
case law – that particularities of the prod-
uct claiming distinctive character had to
be exterior characteristics for the cus-
tomers to visually orientate themselves. In
the decision at hand the Court specified
that the distinctive character could be
assessed with regard to the original’s par-
ticularity that is visible, but not at first
sight, even when using the product.

Further, the opponent argued that the
manufacturer did not manifest his will to
be unequivocally identified by the cus-
tomers, because the reclining chair was
not sold under his trademark, but by sev-

eral retailers under their trademarks
respectively. The Supreme Court stated
that it is not necessary for the manufac-
turer to manifest his will to be unequivo-
cally identified by the customers. Instead,
it is sufficient, with regard to the product’s
particularities, that the consumer had the
idea of one original manufacturer. A dis-
tinctive feature particularly indicating the
origin of the product is not a precondition
for protection under unfair competition
law.

Finally, the opponent alleged that the dis-
tribution of the original by retailers as a
no-name-product – besides own sales –
would inevitably mislead the consumers
with regard to the origin. Therefore, the
manufacturer had accepted these conse-
quences by choosing his particular retail-
sales-strategy. The Supreme Court stated
that it was not a premise that the con-
sumer was able to refer by name to the
manufacturer of the original. If the prod-
uct’s particularities lead the consumers to
the idea of one manufacturer of the origi-
nal product, they could be misled in this
regard, no matter what distribution chan-
nel was chosen, as in the present case
the consumers knew the retailers were
typical retailers, and especially one of
them was known for selling only products
manufactured by other companies.
However, the Court did not perceive this
as a handicap for the consumers not to
identify one manufacturer of the original
reclining chairs.

Reported by Dr. Stefan Abel
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11. Frankfurt Appeal Court: An offer of
a piece of jewellery being a copy of
Cartier’s famous “hanging panther” is
in breach of German unfair competition
law, even though the original “hanging
panther” has not been on the market
for the past ten years (Case 11 U 45/06
– Hängender Panther/Hanging pan-
ther”).

The claimant, the French company
Cartier, sued the defendant, an Ebay
“power-seller”, who had offered a copy of
the claimant’s jewellery “hanging pan-
ther”, for reimbursement of attorney fees
arising from a related cease-and-desist
declaration signed by the defendant.

The Court did not decide whether the
underlying claim to cease-and-desist
resulted from an infringement of the
claimant’s copyright. Instead, the Court
confirmed that Cartier’s claim resulted
from the supplementary protection
against unfair competition as set forth in
Section 4 No. 9 lit a Act against Unfair
Competition (“passing off”). Such claims
based on German unfair competition law,
in general, persists (in spite of potential
copyright) as far as aspects appear which
exceed the copyright and let the defen-
dant’s actions appear unfair according to
German unfair competition law. In the
current case, such aspects were seen in
the avoidable risk of a deception as to the
origin of the copy.

According to the Court, the claimant’s
original “panther” did not lack the neces-
sary competitive individuality, even
though the original “hanging panther” had
not been distributed for more than ten
years. The competitive individuality sub-
sisted as long as there was a likelihood of
confusion as to the origin of the copy.
Since there are still numerous pieces of
the original “hanging panther” in Germany
on the market, the occurrence of plagia-
rism would lead to the misconception that
the claimant had revived the distribution
of the “hanging panther” (either by itself
or by a licensee), said the Court. Evidence
for the persisting suitability of the “pan-
ther” as an indication of a particular origin
– namely of Cartier – was produced by
numerous copies of the “panther” still
offered on Ebay and advertised by slo-
gans like “pendant according to Cartier”
or “pendant resembling the Cartier Cat”.

Consequently, the Court affirmed – with-
out any further arguments of the claimant
as regards sales and sales figures – the
necessary high reputation of the “hanging
panther” on the part of the public.

In particular, since the claimant had
stopped distributing the “panther” a long
time ago, it could be assumed, in the view
of the Court, that the claimant started
granting licences for manufacturing
cheaper samples of the “panther”.

However, the decision does not seem to
fully comply with the specific principles of
the freedom of imitation of products (and
the corresponding exceptions) as laid
down in the German unfair competition
law and accepted by German case law.
Although there are no strict time limits for
granting supplementary protection under
the Act against Unfair Competition, such
protection has been denied in the past,
once the original’s competitive individual-
ity disappeared. Likewise, protection was
denied in case the original was no longer
on the market. At least – according to the
case law of the Federal Supreme Court –
as far as the product is of little competi-
tive individuality, the protection may only
be maintained if there is either a strong
high profile or a strong risk of deception.

Thus, in order to meet the evaluation cri-
teria defined by the Supreme Court, the
Court could have requested evidence as
regards the still existing high reputation of
the “hanging panther” in order to confirm
an avoidable risk of a deception as to the
origin.

Reported by Verena Wintergerst
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12. Legal Affairs Committee of the
European Parliament backs European
Commission proposal to end design
protection for spare car parts and
other machinery components but
includes a five year transition period
(“must-match”)

According to the European Parliament’s
most recent press release, the Legal
Affairs Committee of the European
Parliament supports a proposal of the
European Commission aimed at ending
design protection for spare car parts and
other machinery components. Members
of the Committee proposed a five year
transitional period before full liberalisation
of the market takes effect. The report on
these proposed amendments in the
European Parliament is scheduled for De-
cember 12, 2007.

In approving the first-reading report, the
Committee agreed to open up to compe-
tition the secondary market in spare parts
that are intended to restore the original
appearance of complex products, e.g.,
cars and industrial machinery. If adopted,
the directive will allow suppliers to pro-
duce motor vehicle components which
are identical to the original parts without
infringing design rights.

Most EU Member States – amongst them
Austria, the Czech Republic, Denmark,
Finland, France, Germany, Poland,
Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia and Sweden
– currently have a design protection
regime for spare parts. Under the draft
directive, design protection would contin-
ue to apply to spare parts purchased for
decorative reasons, i.e., to change the
original appearance.

Members in the Committee amended the
Commission’s proposal, to grant Member
States a five year transition period before
implementing full liberalisation. This pro-
vision followed an agreement between all
political groups to guarantee a smooth
transition to the new regime. The Legal
Affairs Committee also approved an
amendment requiring consumers to be
informed about the origin of the compo-
nents by trade names or other appropri-
ate means. This would allow the public to
make an informed choice between the
available products, according to the
European Parliament’s press release.

Although the Directive 98/71/EC on the
legal protection of designs was aimed at
a common design protection for all
Member States in Europe, there is a per-
manent controversy regarding the design
protection of spare parts, particularly
between the automobile industries on the
one hand and the EU on the other. This
controversy was the reason for the
“freeze-plus” solution as laid down in
Article 14 of the Design Directive, i.e.,
maintenance of the existing national legal
provisions and permission only for
changes to provisions with the purpose to
liberalise the market. Obviously, there are
still attempts on the part of the automo-
bile industry, mainly in France and
Germany, to maintain design protection
for spare car parts and other machinery
components.

Apart from the question whether there are
legitimate reasons to protect spare parts
that belong to the design of a car,
although the protection of the car as a
whole is permitted, “must-match” spare
parts currently do not enjoy design pro-
tection under the regime of the
Community Design pursuant to Article
110 Regulation (EC) No 6/2002. Given
that a unified system for obtaining a
Community design affording uniform pro-
tection with uniform effect throughout the
entire territory of the Community furthers
the objectives of the Community as laid
down in the EC Treaty, it appears doubt-
ful whether national design laws protect-
ing spare car parts and other machinery
components, on the one hand, and
Community design law not protecting
such components, on the other hand, can
still exist in parallel.

In light of this, the Legal Affairs
Committee’s support of the European
Commission’s proposal to end design
protection for spare car parts and other
machinery components should be wel-
comed.

Reported by Dr. Henning Hartwig
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13. German Federal Supreme Court
rules that the author’s right of distribu-
tion is infringed when copies of a work
being protected under German copy-
right law are offered in Germany, even
if the sale takes place in Italy where the
work does not enjoy protection under
copyright law (Case I ZR 114/04 –
Wagenfeld-Leuchte/Wagenfeld Lamp)

The claimants – the executer of the
famous Bauhaus designer Wilhelm
Wagenfeld and the exclusive licensee of
the related rights to the so-called
“Wagenfeld Lamp” – sued the defendant
for offering copies of said lamp in
Germany, asserting claims for a cease-
and-desist order (injunctive relief), for
detailed information and rendering of
account about infringing activities, as well
as for damages calculated on the
accounting rendered.

The defendant advertised copies of the
Wagenfeld Lamp on a German-language
website as well as in German print media,
pointing out that German customers had
the option to purchase the lamp by way of
assignment of the goods in Italy. The cus-
tomers were allowed to choose between
either picking up the bought goods in Italy
on their own or authorizing a carrier to
transport the lamps to Germany.

It was not in dispute between the parties
that the Wagenfeld Lamp, as an artistic
work according to Section 2 (1) no. 4, (2)
Copyright Act, is protected under German
copyright law and that the lamps offered
by the defendant were reproduced
copies.

The Federal Supreme Court ruled that the
mere offering as set forth in Section 17 (1)
Copyright Act was of economic nature
and did not correlate with the legal
expression of an offer in relation to a con-

tract. Thus, advertising measures that
invite to purchase advertised copies of a
work were an offer to the public in terms
of Section 17 (1) Copyright Act.

Hence, “offering” in terms of Section 17
(1) Copyright Act is also given if someone
invites to purchase certain goods domes-
tically (in Germany) and the sale process
takes place abroad (in Italy) where it does
not infringe on any copyright. This was
due to the fact, said the Court that the
offering was a distribution activity inde-
pendent from the putting on the market,
in order to defend against the threat to
the economic chances of the right holder
which already results from the offer itself.
An offer of reproduced copies of a work
addressed to nationals aims at satisfying
domestic needs (in Germany) and results
in an impairment of the holder’s right of
exclusive exploitation.

Furthermore, it was indispensable in
order to meet the aims of Directive
2001/29/EC, to interpret the expression
of Article 4 (1) of the Directive to the effect
that the distribution to the public by sale
or in any other way encompasses the
offering of reproduced copies. Insofar,
held the Supreme Court, differences in
the national laws for the protection of
intellectual property which led to a restric-
tion of trade within the Community were
exceptionally justified, if they were based
on existing differences of the national
rules and were connected inseparably
with the existence of the exclusive rights.

Reported by Verena Wintergerst
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German attorneys at law] and the Rechtsanwalts-
vergütungsgesetz (RVG) [Code of Lawyers' Fees].
These German rules and laws can be reviewed (in
German) at http://www.brak.de/ under "Angaben
gemäß § 6 TDG".

Moreover, the Code of Conduct for Lawyers in the
European Community issued by the CCBE (Council
of the Bars and Law Societies of the European Com-
munity) http://www.ccbe.org/UK/publications.htm
is applicable to all lawyers of BARDEHLE PAGEN-
BERG
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